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offline interactive:
MOBILE-ACTIVATED MEDIA BUYING_

Radio, TV, print and other push media can benefit by including a pull trigger in the buy.
Mobile can act as an active bridge to drive sales, CRM data collection and viral value. Better
yet, it can be measured and costed on a cost-per-acquisition basis.
broadcasting: LEADING THE PACK_
In the spring of 2004, Fox’s American Idol wowed the world with its
enterprising invitation to AT&T subscribers to vote on their favourite
singers by texting. More than 7,000,000 text messages later, skeptics and
early adopters alike realized how powerful a marketing tool the cellphone
could be.
This wasn’t news to Maria Hale, vice president of content business
development at CHUM Ltd., which was recently acquired by Bell
Globemedia. The Canadian media giant has been pushing the mobile
envelope a whole lot further. “We tend to be very youth-focused, and
youth is very aggressive in this mobile space,” she says.
Last year, the company launched PunchMuch, the country’s first fully
automated, all-request music video station, with content that, for part of
the day, is driven solely by viewer vote via text messaging (short message
service or SMS). This fall, the broadcaster will introduce Ice Planet, a TV
show that comes with its own stand-alone mobile-specific game. “Our
viewers like interacting,” says Hale. “It’s not just a passive experience for
them such as watching a linear channel.”
CHUM has virtually exploded with novel initiatives integrating
the mobile platform. For starters, it acts as a successful cross-carrier
storefront, selling ringtones, mobile games and images. It also produces
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12 mobile-specific, three-minute video extensions of popular broadcast
brands like Fashion Television and offers viewers countless opportunities
to interact, often via text voting, with regular programming such as VJ
Search. As well, content downloads tied to shows, such as exclusive music
videos or secret reality show confessionals, are also available.
Media vendors, says Hale, want to “stay ahead of the curve” with options
that include everything from sponsoring entire mobile episodes to
branding on-air voting results. VJ Search sponsor Procter & Gamble was
pleased with the multi-platform approach taken with the show, she says.
“As far as extending the VJ Search brand, we were everywhere that those
kids were. Getting onto the mobile phone and into their pockets, was just
the final leg.”
While targeting the multi-tasking youth market makes mobile an
indispensable tool, it’s proving just as valuable for other broadcasters
aiming their message at older demographics. This includes the
Global Television Network. The station has been integrating a mobile
component into many of its reality shows, including The Apprentice
and the recently concluded first season of From the Ground Up starring
decorating diva Debbie Travis and 12 home-building protégés. Viewers
were invited to text in their votes for the most deserving candidate for the
show’s top $250,000 prize.
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“SMS has created a whole alternative method of entry for all media
audiences,” says Greg Treffry, vice president business development and
specialty television at CanWest Global MediaWorks Inc, which owns
Global. “Traditionally, the method of entry has been through mail, or
land line or the Internet. The introduction of SMS contest entry makes
the experience immediate.”
Texting to screen is another way audiences can participate. With The
Apprentice, Global positioned graphical overlay on top of the existing
broadcast to show immediate results of viewers’ votes on who should be
fired. “It changes as individual viewers send in their vote,” explains Treffry.
“This allows users to interact in real-time with events taking place within
a broadcast.” Wrigley sponsored the campaign with onscreen branding.
Voters, who paid a premium rate of 50 cents to text in their choice, were
automatically entered into a draw to win a trip for four to watch the
following season’s finale of The Apprentice in Los Angeles.
Global has also introduced video programming, such as a condensed
version of its Global National News, for downloading or streaming onto
viewers’ mobile phones. The broadcaster is now looking at additional video
concepts to roll out next year that would include advertiser branding.

promotions, contests, informational updates, special quizzes or votes.
Canada is not far behind, and many stations here are also eyeing
mobile opportunities, to both boost interaction with listeners and add
incremental dollars to campaigns run for marketing clients. “Mobile
messaging and radio is definitely something that will happen,” comments
Rob Braide, general manager of Standard Radio’s three Montreal stations
CJAD, CHOM FM and Mix 96. “There are companies out there right now
who are making proposals to radio stations with some very good ideas.
There are all sorts of things that you can do in terms of text messaging
with your audience.”
Connecting the radio and the cellphone – two very mobile tools – is
a mutually beneficial arrangement, according to various experts. For
starters, text allows radio listeners to communicate with the station far
more effectively, wherever they happen to be when they’re listening.
The contests can be run in a text-messaging format, for instance, with a
sponsored prize awarded to the hundredth person texting in a specified
word. For advertisers, any outgoing one-to-one text message to listeners
can be tagged with a “powered by” note.

It’s Pavlovian: When you
see media, you want to click
and change it. Thus, mobile
consumers want to use their
phones as a “mobile mouse”
to click and activate traditional
push media. Mobile gives the
consumer channel control.
- Gary Schwartz, Impact Mobile
radio: COMING ON BOARD_
While radio has been a bit slower than television to embrace mobile
as a complementary marketing tool, that’s about to change. Just this
past June, CBS Radio and Vibes Media in the U.S. announced a mobile
marketing partnership that’s being touted as the largest text messaging
deal ever in broadcast radio. The agreement gives 25 CBS radio stations
the chance to utilize text in communicating with listeners, be it for

Marketers are realizing how powerful a marketing tool the cellphone can be.
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Above: Nelly Furtado
Right: House of Blues has been using mobile for over two years to drive audience participation.
A radio station can have instantaneous contact with its audience with flash
traffic updates, download offers on ringtones, and research queries. It can
also become a content distribution channel, finally sharing in the lucrative
pie of the booming ringtone and wallpaper market. In 2005 alone, global
ringtone sales generated US$4.4 billion in sales, according to Billboard.

music: INTERACTING WITH CONCERT GOERS_
House of Blues, Canada’s largest concert promoter, has seen firsthand
how mobile can boost a company’s interaction with its target market.
For more than two years now, the concert promoter, its sponsors and
the bands it promotes – ranging from Elton John to the Arctic Monkeys
– have been actively using mobile at concert venues across Canada.
“If you’re at a Bon Jovi concert, for example, a message comes up on
screen with a short code that you can enter to win a chance to dance
with Bon Jovi on stage or to meet him back stage,” explains Libby
Biason, House of Blues’ national director of corporate partnerships.
“Other artists have a text-to-screen to pick their final song or encore
performance. They end up using messaging to create more of an
interactive experience with the actual audience.”
These on-screen messages can be sponsor-driven, with a branded
message, or they can stand alone, depending on an artist’s choice.
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Increasingly, however, sponsors themselves are initiating and integrating
this type of marketing into their multi-platform campaigns, selecting
musical acts that fit their brand image.
Other promotions involving sponsors include a text-to-screen event
that House of Blues ran for Chevrolet, where concert-goers could text
in their vote for a “Hot or Not” contest featuring the company’s snazzy
retro-look station wagon, the Chevrolet HHR. Results were delivered
onscreen in real time for about 20 minutes before the show. Fans can also
take part in carrier-driven text-to-win campaigns.
In all cases, concert attendees who would otherwise have little to do in
the pre-show period are actively engaged in brand interaction and are
even involved in driving content. “Mobile promotions have an element
of involvement,” says Biason. “The fans feel that with their mobile phone,
they can participate with the show itself. On the marketer side, it’s a
great opportunity to get people involved in something they may not have
otherwise participated in. People are looking for things to do.”

print: CALL TO ACTION_
For vendors out there wondering how best to integrate mobile into
their print campaigns for the broadest mass market penetration, DY
Marketing Inc. may have the answer. In partnership with various media
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dipping our toe in the water in terms of identifying where we want to
players, the Canadian marketer has launched a special page dedicated
take mobile next,” he says.
to mobile in magazines and newspapers across the country. Called
Overall, continues Pitblado, the mobile platform provides the paper
Mobile on Demand, the page promotes companies’ mobile contests and
with a better interactive vehicle to talk to readers. “It’s opening up a new
campaigns, as well as the sale of content downloads such as true tones
way to communicate. We’re able to communicate with them through
or games.
messaging. And we can encourage them to go back to the newspaper to
“Mobile on Demand is the destination within media where consumers
enter more contests or to see if they are winners.”
know where to find mobile content, contests and anything mobile. We’re
creating a directory for mobile initiatives in a newspaper or magazine,”
explains DY Marketing president Dan Reitzik. “The best way to do
field marketing: ON THE GROUND_
mobile is to reach as large an audience as
In today’s increasingly fragmented market, integrating new media
possible. If I’m an advertiser and I want
models into the traditional print, television
to promote a text messaging initiative
and radio mix is essential. Many
or contest, I need to buy media space to
companies are turning to field
promote that particular contest.”
marketing as a supplement, especially
By the end of June, the Mobile on
when the message can be further
Demand page was already appearing
personalized by including mobile in an
in 26 different publications countryon-site campaign.
wide, including The Calgary Herald
“Many companies are starting to
and The Montreal Gazette. As
choose field marketing and mobile
cellphone usage expands, says Reitzik,
marketing as another way to connect
it could turn into an entire section
with the consumer to create an instant
within newspapers – much like an
message with him or her,” says Aidan
automotive or entertainment section.
Tracey, president of Mosaic Field
Fifty percent of the page is dedicated
Marketing, which has done on-site
;)<'"%)=>"$)$07)3$)
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to the sale of mobile content, while the
campaigns for Procter & Gamble, Labatt
%-05"%)"?"5'7.
other half is sold to brands looking to
and Coca-Cola. The campaigns regularly
place a call to action for their mobile
last six to eight days, covering venues like
campaigns. “The whole point is that
shopping malls and rock concerts across
we are creating a dual destination
Canada. Mosaic also manages “mobile
where the consumer knows where
experience vehicles,” such as the Labatt Blue
to look for this kind of stuff, and
Cube, an 18-wheeler that goes to major
brands and agencies know where
events and festivals in Quebec.
they can advertise,” says Reitzik.
The media-saturated pop culture world we
A number of companies have
live in, Tracey explains, is full of empowered
already profiled their mobile
consumers asking “what’s in it for me?”
promotions on the page since
Traditional advertising messages don’t always
CD)B"$-%)>"5)"$-5
it was first launched about
deliver the goods with the same punch and
'
16 months ago. This includes Glentel, Jean Machine and
rarely deliver the kind of consumer-generated
DreamWorks, which advertised a mobile movie contest that generated
content younger markets crave.
3,200 text entries. In another case, the popular Vancouver tabloid
By adding mobile to its experiential promotions – for well over a
The Province worked with local GM dealership Duek on Marine on a
year now – Mosaic both engages target consumers in one-to-one
“Hummer of a Summer” promotion. The paper’s Mobile on Demand
communication and lets them play an active role via their cellphones. For
page informed readers how to text in to enter a draw for a one-year lease
one client, the company engaged the audience in an on-site 60-second
on a new H3 Hummer.
interaction, with a text-to-win contest, to teach them about the brand
The mobile page concept also generates additional advertising revenue
being promoted. After filling them in on the product’s features, plasma
for publications and can bring them new readers, probably from a younger
screens surrounding the site showed a word participants were asked
demographic. As publications start developing and delivering content, they
to text back to confirm that they had heard the message. Real-time
can learn more about readers based on their purchasing patterns.
winners were then selected to get a prize. “The most successful mobile
The opportunities for audience engagement, agrees Jamie Pitblado, vice
phone programs are integrated into a broader campaign,” explains
president of promotions and community investment at The Province, go
Tracey. “That’s when mobile marketing is most effective.”
far beyond just contesting. Mobile marketing can also eventually generate
It’s only a matter of time, he adds, until Canada catches up with the
news tips from readers or commentary on published stories. “We are just
rest of the world, predominantly Europe and Asia, in using mobile
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Hershey’s “Rip the Wrap” promotion
invites consumer interaction

devices across the
board to leverage
traditional push services.
Cost barriers have come down,
while technological challenges,
including compatibility, are being
handled by a skilled and growing team of
aggregators specializing in the field.
“The mobile phone is clearly going to be the centre of communication,”
says Tracey. “In five years from now, the mobile phone will be your primary
conduit to instant messaging, your primary way to browse a web page, and
probably your primary way to interact with promotions. The mobile world
is going to explode.”

online: LEVERAGING
MOBILE_

of 80/20 Solutions, a leader in online and mobile marketing
automation. “Online is more effective when somebody is in
their house, at school or in a static spot, and mobile makes
a lot more sense when you’re on the road or in a mall, at an
event or on the go.”
80/20 Solutions is one of a growing number of companies
helping media vendors integrate the two. Its Marketing
Control Center – software that can be accessed online in one
dashboard – allows companies to control their campaigns in an “allin-one” interface and on an on-going basis. They can also manage their
interactive campaigns through one vendor only, rather than working
through various companies.
This summer, 80/20 Solutions is helping Hershey’s launch a massive
Canada-wide Hershey’s “Rip The Wrap” promotion. The PIN-based
marketing effort entices customers to rip the wrapper off a Hershey’s
product to uncover the PIN
number underneath, which
they can send in, via textmessage or online, to enter a
prize-an-hour draw for a Dell
electronics product. “It all goes
back to choice for consumers,”
says Irvine. “It’s building this
consumer-centric marketing
program where consumers
are leading the interaction, as
opposed to the brand doing so.”
With a supplemental optin program, data on users’
likes and dislikes can be gathered to send relevant brand-focused
information to them at a later date. “It’s all about extending the
conversation,” Irvine explains.

“The media-saturated pop
culture world we live in, is full
of empowered consumers asking
‘what’s in it for me?’”

When online entered
the media marketplace,
many hailed it as the latest
and greatest in allowing
companies to interact with
consumers on a whole
new level. Now, with the
advent of mobile, the bar
has been raised even higher.
Leveraging the two media, say experts, is the best bet of all.
“They both help with engagement and response and therefore it makes
sense to have a strategy that incorporates both,” says Steve Irvine, CEO

- Aidan Tracey, Mosaic Field Marketing
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Sundance Media Inc., a Canadian web metrics expert, is another
company integrating mobile into online campaigns. “At least threequarters of the companies engaging in online campaigns could probably
use a mobile campaign as part of that,” states Steven Goldhar, Sundance
Media’s president.
Sundance sets up campaigns for companies, measuring performance
between various forms of media as well as the end-to-end effectiveness
of a brand’s consumer reach. There is a lot of information a client can
obtain with mobile that is not available online, says Goldhar. The ability
to distinguish where a message was sent from, simply by inviting users to
text in different keywords from billboards in different locations, provides

all our fans. They love to be active versus passive, and they like to feel
they are part of the product and part of the brand.”
Integrating the mobile channel into other platforms allows Maple Leaf
Sports to do this. In its biggest promotion to date – the Raptors Ultimate Fan
Contest – a multi-platform strategy was used to get fans to join in a contest
to choose the team’s most fervent fan. Promoted on-air and on-line, fans
had the chance to enter themselves as the ultimate fan either by email or via
text message. Maple Leaf Sports culled the entries down to four finalists,

“At least three-quarters
of the companies engaging
in online campaigns could
probably use a mobile
campaign as part of that.”
- Steven Goldhar, Sundance Media
data that marketers can use to deliver relevant content, translating into
better results.

sports: PART OF THE BRAND_
Like online, the mobile platform allows vendors to interact with
consumers to unprecedented levels. Unlike online, the cellphone can
take this interaction for a long walk, allowing customers and brands
to interact just about anywhere. For sports fans, this provides a great
opportunity to tighten their already symbiotic relationship with their
home teams.
Maple Leaf Sports and Entertainment Ltd., which owns the NHL’s
Toronto Maple Leafs, the NBA’s Toronto Raptors and the Air Canada
Centre, is actively using mobile to enrich this fan-team relationship.
“Engaging fans and giving them fun ways to engage with the brand
and with the product are important strategies for us,” says Beth
Robertson, vice president of marketing for Maple Leaf Sports. “It’s
about consuming the Raptors, for example, in different ways.
We want to make it an interactive experience and open to

Photo: CANADA’S NEXT TOP MODEL
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each of whom had a 15- or 30-second clip on the company’s website touting
themselves as the Ultimate Fan.
During a designated game and in real-time, fans could vote for one of
the four finalists by text-messaging, either in-venue or from home. “We
posted the results on our video board on-site and also on the broadcasts,”
explains Robertson. “It started at the beginning of the game and the
voting went through the entire first half.”
More than 1,600 people participated in the final vote, with 31% voting
online, 43% in the arena and 26% from home. In the initial first round
of the contest, a whopping 71% of the entries came via SMS. “It really
shows the value of SMS and the benefit of the instantaneous nature of
that medium,” says Robertson. “That’s how our fans want to interact with
the brand, in a way they’re comfortable with.”
Advertisers and sponsors are becoming equally comfortable with
this multi-platform approach and its use of mobile. “We have over 50
sponsors with the Leafs and Raptors, so we utilize these promotions to
leverage those sponsorships and bring awareness for their brand and
their products, Robertson explains. “The Miller Genuine Draft campaign
is one example of that.” The Miller Genuine Draft “Best Seats in the
House” promotion gives fans at a game the chance to win tickets to an
upcoming home game by texting a code to a special number. The winner
is notified by text message.
Getting participants to opt into future communication is the next step.
Participants in Raptors’ campaigns, for instance, can opt into the Raptors
Insider program to receive email updates on everything from statistics to
upcoming games. Eventually, these updates will be sent by text message.
It’s “definitely on our radar,” says Robertson. “Our fan base is really
digital-savvy, so things like text messaging are the norm for them. They’re
used to instant messages and multitasking and they can handle it.”

games: REACHING A TOUGH DEMOGRAPHIC_
The word is in: young men are increasingly tuning out TV and
turning instead to interactive pastimes like gaming. And as games move
mainstream, the demographic expands. Additionally, a surprising 68%
of players of casual games are women with an average age of 36 years,
according to Nielsen Market Research.
Double Fusion, a leading independent provider of in-game advertising,
has been tapping this growing market since 2004. This spring, it teamed up
with marketer Impact Mobile to add a mobile complement to its offerings.
“In-game advertising and mobile are very, very hot,” says Jonathan
Epstein, Double Fusion’s president and CEO. “There is a real hunger from
advertisers and agencies to reach this demographic that plays video games.
There’s a strong sense that they are not using other media as much and that
they are not paying as much attention when they do.”
Successfully interacting with gamers is not always easy, and there are
both marketing and technical considerations. People who are playing
a game do not necessarily want to stop and click on something, says
Epstein. So the challenge for vendors is “to manifest advertising in a way
that is viewed favorably by the user but gives the advertiser an impact.”
In partnership with Impact Mobile, Double Fusion has risen to this
challenge with memorable creative short codes and key words in a
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One of the biggest advantages of both in-game and mobile
advertising is that it provides advertisers with accountability
at the impression level in a way that traditional media do not.
- Jonathan Epstein, Double Fusion
manner in keeping with game culture. In the case of a racing game
advertising an automotive sponsor, for example, the gamer could be
asked to text in the name of a car brand to unlock a secret level of the
game, or download content tied to the game or the sponsor. For a fast
food company, the reward could be a coupon.
The end result is a new relationship between advertiser and target
customer. “All of a sudden, this car marketer has a relationship with the
person who’s seeing its ads in games,” says Epstein. “It gives advertisers
a way to connect to gamers that they currently just don’t have in other
genres.” A more substantial dialogue, he adds, could then be established by
collecting additional information through an opt-in program with the user.
One of the biggest advantages of both in-game and mobile advertising is
that it provides advertisers with accountability at the impression level in
a way that traditional media do not. “Unlike TV, unlike print, unlike the
Internet, you only count an ad when it’s actually being seen on the screen,
when someone is actively playing a game,” says Epstein. “When they stop
playing, we stop counting. Advertisers really like that. So new interactive
digital media have better accountability than the more traditional forms.”

THE NUMBERS DON’T LIE_
Change is good, as they say, and when it comes to mobile, it’s also fast.
While Canada still lags behind global hotspots like Europe and Asia in
mobile use, it’s catching up. Cellphone users in Canada now number
just over 17 million, with penetration pegged at about 53% of the total
population. And while inter-carrier compatibility for text messaging was
only introduced in 2002, an impressive 1.5 billion text messages were sent
last year, double the previous year’s volume.
More and more Canadians are also looking at wireless as an alternative
to their land line phones. Fully 64% of Canadian households recently
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reported owning or having access to a wireless phone, and 17% of these
planned to replace land line service with wireless. There has also been a
sharp increase in mobile usage among older Canadians, with adoption by
the 55+ group doubling in number since 2000.
These statistics, compiled by a Decima Research Study commissioned by
the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA), are only
expected to gain speed down the road, and all indications point to that
road being a short one. Most experts agree that Canada is on the verge of
a mobile explosion, and that marketers need to scramble to keep up and
make sure they’re not on the sidelines when it happens. As Marc Choma,
CWTA director of communications, explains: “It’s really turned into a
situation of ‘if you build it, they will come.’”
Two things are certain. One is that mobile marketing has moved from
the experimental phase and is now becoming an established part of the
media mix. The second thing is that it’s here to stay.
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